THE GREAT DESIGN ISSUE
DAZZLING HOMES, BRILLIANT PRODUCTS, SMART SOLUTIONS

A-ROD BUILDS HIS DREAM HOUSE IN MIAMI
**Great Design | Modernist**

Exuding an organic warmth, Jaimal Odedra’s Rupi bronze nesting bowls are sand-cast by Moroccan artisans. Available through Maison Gerard, the five sizes range from 4” dia. ($980) to 11.25” dia. ($3,900). maisongerard.com

The living area of an Aspen, Colorado, house by architects Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, with interiors by Shelton, Mindel & Assoc.

**Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams**'s midcentury-style Ainsley sofa is offered in more than 350 of the firm's fabrics and leathers. The 80” l. x 35” d. x 30” h. piece starts at $3,100. mgwbhome.com

**Miles Redd**’s Deconstructed Stripe wool rug (shown in blue) for Patterson Flynn Martin adds visual pop to any floor; to the trade. pattersonflynmartin.com

**Gio Ponti** originally designed the curvaceous D.154.2 chair in 1954. Nearly six decades later, Molteni & C has put it into production; $5,772. molteni.it